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Stephanie Mann is fascinated by the exploration
of objects – their inherent properties and latent
possibilities. Mann’s work conflates the act of
thinking, working and play in bringing disparate
elements together, re-balancing established
hierarchies, and instigating new relationships
between things.
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Within her sculptural assemblages, digital
prints, video works and texts, Mann combines
intellectual curiosity and a trust in subconscious
impulse to inform the objects that will become
her subjects. She builds compositions of natural
and artificial materials, pairing incongruous
companions in dialogue – loud neon pieces sit
with muted organic matter, roughly textured
compounds meet soft and shiny forms, whilst
Mann’s own body, or body parts, often feature
in the tableaux, as either an equal element or
agent of disruption.
What objects are kept? Why, how and for
whom? Mann is drawn to collections and
archives, exploring the human desire to collect,
and the potential futures of collections in an
increasingly digital, non-material world. She
asks what it means for the ‘chosen’ objects to be
preserved in their original form. And how these
established customs might be challenged or
destabilised, by introducing elements that, by
nature or design, are in a state of flux – unruly
objects that defy the conventions of traditional
conservative collecting.
Mann assumes the role of amateur alchemist,
occupying the fertile space between scientific
scrutiny and playful speculation. Her interests
and research range widely, from geology and
anatomy to philosophy, filtered through a ludic
spirit, to create poetic scenarios and provocative
encounters. Her work emits tactile energy,
exciting an auto sensory meridian response,
whilst equally promoting a cognitive rethinking
of our relationship to the objects with which we
cohabit the world.
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A conglomerate of voices rise
up like hidden steam
The main protagonist arrives in the opening scene – an
unremarkable egg balanced on a blackboard. Soothingly
complimented by Mann’s narration for her fine ergonomics
and protective properties, she bears the reassuring red lionstamp, confirming her calibre – this is a good egg.
Mann’s voice meanders poetically over the imagery,
exploring philosophical ideas that take us on a lyrical trip
through the lives of objects. ‘I’ve never watched an egg
become – it just does, and is.’ This acknowledgement of the
egg’s self-determination, its ability to grow, to choose, to
be, outside of human perception, speaks directly to Mann’s
exploration of the autonomy of objects and the Heideggerinfluenced theory of ‘object oriented ontology’, which
problematizes the privileging of humans over objects, and
posits that non-human entities have autonomous agency
– ‘The egg is quiet and never discusses her formation
decisions.’
Suddenly, in the first of many disturbances, the egg is
unceremoniously skittled out of shot by a self-propelled
coconut. Swiftly restored to centre screen our egg is intact,
attesting to its innate strength, in defiance of the external
force of the errant nut. After the egg is left shaken by another
chance run-in, this time with a foreign object dropping in
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abruptly from above, we meet a red-skinned apple, minus
a large bite. Whilst the fruit does not acknowledge the
imperfection, or reveal the perpetrator of its wound, it carries
with it a sense of fairy-tale peril, or biblical transgression.
As the lesion is delicately caressed by a furtive branch with
harmful red berries, the teasing stroke works to further
unsettle rather than soothe.
Whilst the image of the bitten apple carries unavoidable
associations with the innate human quest for knowledge, its
contemporary connotation is entwined with the ubiquitous
corporate symbol of modern digital technology, and, in
turn, the disputed account of the logo’s origin. Mann’s apple
evokes the pioneering computer scientist Alan Turing who
played a fundamental role in the development of modern
computing and artificial intelligence. His eponymous test
examines the ability of a machine or robot to pass as a
human, able to function and thrive beyond the bounds of
human knowledge or instruction – the ultimate investigation
into the autonomous agency of a non-human subject. A
cyanide-laced apple, minus a single bite, was found next to
Turing’s body after his apparent suicide in 1954.
The apple is joined by our egg, tenderly rolling into view with
clumsy comic timing, breaking the tension. The moment
of gentle kinship is short-lived however, as a foreign pink
liquid floods the scene – the toxic ingress heightening the
portentous sense of an unstable environment.
Mann’s own arm stretches into shot, cloaked glamorously in a
silky blue sleeve, with fingernails painted bright red. The slick
material seems to glide over your own skin, as Mann is cast
as subtle conductor of proceedings, acting with disruptive
intent. The screen flashes blue, moments of transition or
breakdown, as the scene fills up with an arrangement of
new objects – an ensemble of colour and texture, material
and form – a kitsch party of potential playmates. Mann’s
hand reappears, carelessly disturbing the composition to a
satisfying chorus of scratches and scrapes.
The work’s denouement takes place underwater, the earlier
flood having developed into a deluge. Into the abyss a
series of objects fall and settle, flotsam from some unseen

unfolding crisis. The egg comes to rest dutifully among
a chunk of packing foam, a partially moulded block of
plasticine and a tangled knot of golden ribbon. This new
family are quickly engulfed, united within an ethereal white
smoke to the sound of a heavenly refrain. In a final twist, with
Mann’s whispered cryptic footnote, ‘Hunt me down Maracas,
I’m hiding inside your terrain’ the white gas is choked by
ominous purple fumes, consuming all in catastrophic rapture
–confounding any hope of a resting peace and leaving the
ultimate fate of our egg in the balance.
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Talbot Rice Residents provides time and support for earlycareer Scottish-based artists within the unique context
of Talbot Rice Gallery, Edinburgh College of Art and the
University of Edinburgh.

(born 1990 in Dunfermline. Lives and works in Edinburgh)
Mann’s work has been presented at the Scottish National
Gallery of Modern Art, SWG3, Glasgow Sculpture Studios and
Salon Gallery, Berlin. She is the recipient of the Andrew Grant
Bequest Award, John Kinross Travel Scholarship and The
John Watson Prize. She was artist in residence at Edinburgh
Sculpture Workshop, Ten Chances in Minneapolis USA, Snehta
in Athens, Greece and the Edinburgh Art Festival Tourist in
residence. She obtained a degree in Sculpture (2011) and
an MFA in Contemporary Art Practice (2013) at Edinburgh
College of Art.

The programme provides a unique research and
development opportunity to artists at a critical point in their
career. Rigorous exploration, experimentation and risktaking is encouraged within a culture of care and curiosity.
Residents are provided with studio and office space, access
to workshops, libraries and collections, as well as contact
with the vast academic community within the University of
Edinburgh and ongoing curatorial and technical support from
the Talbot Rice team.
The Talbot Rice Residents programme is part of a UK-wide
initiative funded by the Freelands Foundation to support
and grow creative communities by fostering long term
relationships and collaborations between artists and
arts organisation. Talbot Rice Gallery became the Scottish
recipient of the award in 2018 alongside G39, Cardiff,
PS2 (Paragon Studios / Project Space), Belfast and Site
Gallery, Sheffield.
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